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on january 9, 2009, adult swim aired death
note: the musical, a two-hour musical parody
show that parodies the first few episodes of
death note. the show made its worldwide
television debut on february 19, 2009, at
11:30 pm et/pt on adult swim. [25] on march
15, 2009, adult swim aired death note: deja
vu- too late, a 13-minute special. in it, death
note character misa amane encounters a
copycat that looks like her. it was followed by
a new parody of death note called death note:
seishun (getting older) in which hayami and
the main characters go out-of-school to
investigate the copycat. [27] on april 4, 2009,
adult swim aired ryūd-es-eating the death
note. this was the two-hour finale of the
anime, broadcast a year after the show's 2008
100th episode. [31] it contained all of the
anime in its entirety. on the top of a mountain,
death note character misa amane crosses into
the next world (death note's universe part). as
of fall, 2007, netflix still has the death note
series available for streaming, however, along
with all the other episodes. as of august 14,
2008, netflix removed the death note episodes
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from the u.s. netflix also pulled it on may 23,
2009. [27] in death note, high school student
light yagami is a genius with the ability to see
a person’s real name on their death note, or,
more specifically, the name of the person’s
most hated enemy. however, despite his
immense intelligence, yagami can’t seem to
catch anyone. the prosecution quickly
positions him as the mastermind of japan’s
recent increase in violent crime. as a result, he
becomes the target of the worlds most sinister
individual, ryuk, who also happens to be a
force of evil. over the course of 26 weeks,
yagami finds himself committing progressively
more heinous crimes, each more twisted than
the last, to drive his archenemy to insanity.
along the way, he uncovers a diabolical plan
involving a supernatural notebook that seems
to have a life of its own.
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according to death note producers, in february
2007, the series' sales had reached close to

20 million. [update] it was nominated for best
manga at the 2007 american anime awards,
but it was not awarded. two months later, it

was announced in icv2's top 10 shonen
properties q2 2008 that the death note series

was the fourth highest ranking manga
property in north america. [update] death

note series was also ranked number eight in
the top 10 manga of the year list by icv2.

[update] death note the beginning of the end
aired as a live-action movie in october 2008.
[update] it tells a story similar to the anime
adaptation. in it, light yuigahama, a student

with supernatural power, known as a
'watcher', and his name written on a death

note, is used by the government to kill
criminals. light's older brother,

ryuzh/cite_ref-18-0-0 class=reference>,
decides to use the death note to solve

criminals as well as criminals. [update] many
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scholars who study the medium of manga, like
hideyuki kikuchi, argue that the most

prominent occurrence of death in the japanese
language is the phrase'kare wa kare no desu'.
kikuchi said that by using the phrase, readers
are informed that the subjects of death will be
killed, but also are informed that the death of

the subject is a mutual (indecent) death.
kikuchi stated that by using this phrase, a

writer is leaving it up to the readers to decide
whether the subject is justified in dying, and
what motives the subject may have had. [17]
kikuchi explained that the use of the phrase

was not common in japanese literature prior to
the period of the 1990s. [17-1] 5ec8ef588b
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